
Using Drakensberg maps on your GPS 
 

I have not included detailed menu paths or screen shots as all GPS units will differ, and even within 

the same make it is possible to customise the screens so much that I will leave you to the details. 

The basic pointers should get you there. 

 

Once off settings 

Map Selection 

Turn on your GPS and from the main menu, chose Setup > Map > Select Map. Make sure that 

Drakensberg is Enabled 

From the main menu, chose Setup > Map > Txt Size, Zoom etc. I have my GPS set to show Normal 

detail, the Auto for the other settings. Relief will not show even if you try. 

 

Note: You can use a different detail level. I have designed the map to work at Normal level, which 

gives a good combination of fast drawing speed vs detail relevant to hikers 

 

Routing Profile 

From the main menu, choose Setup > Routing. 

I use guidance method of Prompted as that gives me most flexibility later on, Calculate Routes for 

Pedestrian, Lock on Road = No, Auto Road Transitions = Auto and have DO Not Avoid for all 

Avoidance features. 

Day / Night Mode 

The map does not support Day / Night modes. It is suggested that you turn this feature off and stick 

to Day Mode only. From the main menu, choose Setup > Display > Mode and Setup > Mode = Day 

 

Regular use 
Use Where To functionality to find points of interest (POI’s) such as caves, passes etc 

 

You can follow a route you created on Basecamp. This will likely be the default mode of operation. 

Select the Route, view it on the map and then click Go. When prompted, I use Minimum distance… 

 

You can create a route on the fly (messy, but can be done) 



In all cases, you can choose to go direct or to follow a routed path. This is very useful if you change 

your plans mid-way through a hike and suddenly want to know how far away a certain cave is. 

 

 

 


